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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the two solutions proposed to enhance 

transmission and distribution system coordination and 

control; simple constraint headroom assessed approach 

(managed by National Electricity Transmission System 

~Operator (NETSO)) and Distribution System Operator 

(DSO) load flow assessed approach (managed by DSO). 

Initial sensitivity analysis studies on UK Power Networks 

and other distribution networks, indicate the NETSO 

managed approach can be achieved with few signals/data 

exchange where: 
 

 There is good understanding of the services conflicts 

likelihood and pattern of occurrence. 

  Low number of constraints and network 

configurations which can change the sensitivities. 
 

Few signals for NETSO managed approach corresponds 

to headroom/footroom on each distribution constraints 

and fixed sensitivities under intact condition. When the 

distribution system becomes more complex (already 

happening in some Distribution Network Operator (DNO) 

networks) with an ANM system managing multiple active 

constraints; then the NETSO constraint headroom 

assessed approach (NETSO managed) may require more 

signals to achieve acceptable results. The proliferation of 

Distributed Energy Resource Management Systems 

(DERMS) and Active Network Management (ANM) 

systems on DNO networks where all the network data, 

schedules and information are available, provides the 

infrastructure to effectively manage the conflicts of 

services and distribution system optimisation under DSO 

managed approach, for simple and complex networks. 

INTRODUCTION 

Regional Development Programs (RDP) were set-up by 

National Grid Electricity System Operator (NGESO) with 

UK Power Networks and with other DNOs to focus on 

areas where significant network reinforcements are 

necessary to overcome transmission restrictions emerging 

from the proliferation of Distributed Energy Resources 

(DER). The aim is to accommodate additional capacity for 

DER ahead of major network reinforcements and enhance 

transmission/distribution system coordination & control to 

avoid conflicts of services instructed by NGESO with 

Active Network Management (ANM) operation. The area 

of RDP focus in the South East Coast of UK is presented 

in Figure 1 where National Grid’s Transmission Network 

is interfaced with UK Power Networks’ Distribution 

Network: 
  

 
Figure 1 – Distribution Network in the South Coast. 

 

The two models will facilitate the following real time data 

exchanges (for the trial initially) via the Inter-Control 

Centre Protocol (ICCP) link between NETSO and DSO: 
   

Table 1 –Data exchange required for NETSO and DSO managed approach. 

Simple constraint headroom assessed 

approach (managed by NETSO) 

DSO load flow assessed approach 

(managed by DSO) 

DSO to provide the following signals to 

NETSO: 
 Headroom and footroom 

information at points of 

constraint. 

 Visibility of ANM operations. 

 Visibility of passive DG/DER 

operation. 

 Visibility of flexibility 

instructed. 

 Visibility of flexibility 

contracted. 

 DER Sensitivity per key 

constraints under intact 

network condition.  

 Background data for network 

modelling (flows. Topology, 

switch states, impedance, 

ratings etc.). 
 

NETSO sends services instructions in 
the form of priority stack and volume.  

NETSO to provide the following signals 

to DSO: 
 NETSO boundary constraint 

information. 

 Visibility of flexibility instructed 

within distribution network. 

 Visibility of flexibility 

contracted within distribution 

network. 

 Background data for network 

modelling (flows. Topology, 

switch states, impedance, 

ratings etc.). 

 Order of DER dispatch (stack 

priority), Nominal service, 

Effective Service and Cost of 

MW Services. 
 

 

DSO sends services optimization results 
to NESTO.  

 

The operation of ANM systems maximising the output of 
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Flexible Distributed Generations (FDGs) can potentially, 

at times, conflict with embedded NETSO services - 

negating service output. NETSO services embedded in the 

DNO network may be impacted by ANMs. 
 

This paper presents the desktop simulation results for DSO 

assessed approach in the South East Coast of UK. In the 

DSO assessed approach; NGESO issues their desired MW 

services stack to DSO (received by ANM), the ANM then 

performs optimisation on cost or volume in order to deliver 

the maximum possible MW volume at Grid Supply Point 

(GSP) without violating any distribution constraints 

(optimise headroom/footroom use). In the DSO assessed 

approach, the NETSO inputs sufficient details into 

DERMS, such as pricing, volume and availability within 

procurement timescales.  
 

In the NETSO assessed approach; the DSO calculates 

distribution constraint headroom/footroom and sends it to 

NETSO with DER effective sensitivities against each 

constraint. The TSO will then perform optimisation to 

determine the optimum dispatch of DER resources without 

service nullification. This paper evaluates the test results 

(including optimisation) for each of the approaches and 

captures benefits/drawback of each approach for whole 

system operation and meeting all DSO/NETSO 

operational requirements in the most economic and 

efficient way. 
 

This paper demonstrates for the first time a whole-system 

approach that seeks to drive a reduction in national 

balancing costs, avoiding conflicts of services and 

enhancing the Transmission/Distribution system 

coordination and control. 

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

RDPs were set up to provide detailed analysis of areas of 

the network which have large amounts of DER and known 

transmission/distribution network issues in 

accommodating that DER. The idea is to use this analysis 

to innovate and push the boundaries of current thinking 

with a “design by doing” approach to resolving the issues 

pushing towards DSO type solutions and informing 

thinking for the DSO debate. 
 

By solving a specific case study that has a pressing need to 

improve outcomes for customers in innovative ways, it is 

possible to make progress faster than the more 

conventional method of agreeing changes in approach at 

industry forums before making changes to the way the 

industry works. While there are risks that working in this 

way leads to a lack of standardisation across the GB 

network, this has been successfully managed by close 

cooperation and using the regional development programs 

as case studies for the Energy Network Association (ENA) 

Open Networks Project [1]. 
 

The SE-coast network has been chosen, because UKPN 

and National Grid identified that transmission capacity 

issues were beginning to impact on customer connection 

dates. DER developers rely on the ability to be able to 

connect to the network quickly, so this was perceived as a 

potential barrier to the growth of renewables in the area.  

UK Power Networks engaged with their customers both at 

local and regional events, and established the need to move 

quickly in this area to resolve the network constraints 

affecting the connection of further Distributed Generation 

(DG) and Energy Storage. Through the RDP UK Power 

Networks and National Grid developed a set of objectives 

which were consulted upon, agreed through UK Power 

Networks DG customer forums and ultimately delivered 

(or are in the process of being delivered). UK Power 

Networks and National Grid have been and continue to be 

willing partners to innovate and overcome whole system 

challenges. 

Transmission Issues 

Figure 2 shows the South East Coast transmission network 

and associated large generation in-feeds. Also highlighted 

is the overload and voltage collapse that results from one 

of a number of constraining network conditions most 

significantly; the loss of the double-circuit between 

Kemsley and Cleve Hill. Under this scenario, there will be 

a requirement to constrain generation to manage the 

system. 
 

 
Figure 2 – South Coast Transmission Constraints. 

 

South Coast Distribution Issues 
 

The UK Power Networks South Coast network consists of 

the following Active constraints: 

 
Figure 3 – UK Power Networks South Coast network for DSO Trial. 

 
 

The distribution constraints are described below:  
 

 PX1 and PX2 (i.e. the 132kV lines between Richborough and 

Canterbury South). 

 PMA and PGA (i.e. the 132kV lines between Canterbury South and 

Canterbury North). 

 SGT1 and SGT2 at Canterbury North. 
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 PF Route: Hastings Main – Appledore 132kV (not shown in the 

diagram). 

 PP Route: Appledore 132kV – Ruckinge 132kV (not shown in the 

diagram). 

 PR Route: Ruckinge 132kV – Tee Towards Sellindge 132kV Grid 

(not shown in the diagram). 

CONFLICT OF SERVICES  

The ENA Open Network Project have identified the 

potential for ANMs to, at times, conflict with embedded 

NETSO services - negating service output. NETSO 

services embedded in the DNO network may be impacted 

by ANMs either: 
 

 For services which increment - if the ANM is active at 

the time (or doesn’t have sufficient headroom) then the 

service effect will be negated seconds later following 

ANM action to curtail alternative generation. 
 

 For services which decrement - if the ANM is active at 

the time the controlled DER will “fill in” the space made 

by the service with the extent of the fill in being 

determined by the volume of other DG being curtailed 

prior to the decrement service. 
 

An illustrative example of an incremental service conflict 

is given in Figure 4 where an ANM is actively curtailing 

distributed generation to 70MW in order to control the 

flow on a DNO circuit within its rating limit of 50MW. 

There is an embedded NETSO service, Short Term 

Operating Reserve (STOR), within the ANM Zone not 

itself under ANM control. Should the STOR service be 

called upon by the System Operator to generate 20MW, 

seconds later the service’s output would be nullified by the 

ANM pulling back an equal amount of DG to return the 

circuit to within its rating. 
 

 
Figure 4 – Embedded Incremental Service Conflict Example. 

 

An illustrative example of a decremental service conflict 

is given in Figure 5 where an ANM is actively curtailing 

distributed generation to 70MW to control the flow on a 

DNO circuit with a rating limit of 50MW. There is an 

embedded NETSO service, Enhanced Frequency 

Response (EFR), within the ANM Zone not itself under 

ANM control. Should the EFR service automatically 

absorb power in response to a rise in system frequency as 

per its service requirement, the ANM would detect the 

spare capacity and seconds later the service’s output would 

be nullified by the ANM releasing an equal amount of 

previously curtailed DG. 

 
Figure 5 – Embedded Decremental Service Conflict Example. 

 

The two approaches proposed to manage and resolve 

conflict of services are NETSO managed approach and 

DSO managed approach. 
 

In the NETSO managed approach; the DSO will calculated 

distribution constraint headroom/footroom and will send it 

to NETSO with DER sensitivities. The DER effective 

sensitivities against each constraint can be shared in 

advance as standing data or as an additional signal. The 

NETSO will then perform optimisation on their side to 

determine the most economic dispatch of embedded 

NETSO services without service nullification. 
 

In the DSO managed approach; NETSO issues their 

priority order MW services stack to DSO (received by 

ANM), the ANM then performs optimisation in order to 

deliver the maximum possible MW volume at GSP  

without violating any distribution constraints (maximise 

headroom/footroom use). In the DSO managed approach, 

the NETSO also inputs DER contract details into DERMS, 

such as pricing, volume and availability within 

procurement timescales. 
 

NETSO Managed Approach 
 

NETSO would carry out optimisation analysis on the 

transmission network, and looks for the most efficient 

solution taking into account transmission and distribution 

energy resources. TSO checks the actions are within 

distribution network capability using distribution 

constraint data provided in real time from the DSO.  
 

DSO Managed Approach 
 

The proliferation of Distributed Energy Resource 

Management Systems (DERMS) and Active Network 

Management (ANM) systems on DNO networks where all 

the network data, schedules and information are available, 

provides the infrastructure to effectively manage the 

conflicts of services and distribution system optimisation. 

Figure 6 shows the main communication paths and 

components for end-to-end trial of DSO approach with UK 

Power Networks. DERMS is designed to interface with 

NGESO dispatch tools. ANM is designed to manage 

distribution constrains and conflict of services. Both 

DERMS and ANM are operating via a centralised platform 

called PowerOn (i.e. Distribution Management System).   
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Figure 6 – Main communication paths between National Grid, UK 

Power networks and DER  

The Conflict of Services algorithm with 3 stages are 

proposed to be designed inside UK Power Networks ANM 

scheme in order to manage conflicts of services between 

ANM and any type of embedded NETSO Services listed 

in Table 2 on points 1-8.  It should be noted that the name 

or exact nature of NETSO services will change over time 

but that the solution will be flexible enough to define the 

name and key characteristics of any service. The Conflict 

of Services algorithm will classify each NETSO services 

uniquely in order to manage nullifying the NETSO 

instruction as a result of DERs sitting behind a distribution 

constraint managed by ANM. The conflict of services 

must be managed between ANM and NETSO Services 

with any combination of services type (however, the 

availability results of each NETSO services must be 

presented to NETSO and DSO simultaneously. 
 

Table 2 – NETSO services embedded at the distribution level. 

 

Service Name Description 
Service Conflict 

Characteristics 

1 Connect and 

Manage 

Generation connections whose 

output is subject to T 

constraints). Will be paid by 

the NETSO if constrained.  

Bidirectional 

2 N-3 intertripping Generation connections to be 

armed and tripped if a certain T 

fault materialises. Will not be 

paid. 

Decremental 

3 Power Potential  Firm DERs signed under 

Power Potential providing 

Active and Reactive Power 

Services for NETSO. 

Bidirectional 

4 STOR Dispatched electronically from 

ENCC.  Usually instructed 

following a generation loss. 

Available within 20mins & 

runs for < 4 hrs. 

Incremental 

5 EFR Permanently enabled for 

frequency response. 

Bidirectional 

6 Demand Turn Up Several hours ahead of time.  

Currently by email as new 

service under development. 

Decremental 

7 BM Balancing Mechanism Units 

embedded in the distribution 

network. Which can be 

incremented or decremented, 

or armed for frequency 

response by electronic 

instruction 

Bidirectional 

8 TERRE Trans European Replace 

Reserve Exchange.   

Incremental 

 

Three modules will be developed by UK Power Networks 

for conflicts of services management each one 

progressively adding more functionality; Stage 1 Priority 

Stack Mode, Stage 2 Optimisation Mode (Reshuffle) and 

Stage 3 Optimisation Mode (Cost and Volume 

Optimisation) as well as a separate module with Direct 

NETSO Dispatch. 
 

Stage 1 Priority Stack: NETSO issues their priority MW 

services stack to DSO (received by ANM), the ANM 

assesses how much of NETSO’s desired volume can be 

delivered at the GSP without violating any distribution 

constraints. The ANM must then declare available 

capacity per DER (or for Power Potential only aggregated 

capacity per GSP) to National Grid via DERMS and/or 

ANM. Desktop analysis results for Stage 1, under intact 

network condition is presented Table 3: 
 

Table 3 - Stage 1 Optimisation, Priority Stack Mode.  

DER 
Incremental 

Priority 
Nominal 

service (MW) 
Declared 

service (MW) 
Stage 1 

Optimisation 

aDER1 1 15 5 
5MW on aDER1, 

No violation 

aDER4 1 10 10 
3.5MW on aDER4, 

due PX1 O/L 

aDER5 2 7 6 
0 MW, due PX1 

O/L 

aDER6 3 15 10 
0 MW, due PX1 

O/L 

aDER9 4 20 2 
2 MW, No 
violation 

TOTAL  39 33 10.5 

 

Stage 2 Optimisation Mode (Reshuffle): National Grid 

(NETSO) issues their desired MW services stack to DSO 

(received by ANM), the ANM then optimises the stack 

order in order to deliver the maximum possible MW 

volume at GSP without violating any distribution 

constraints (maximise headroom/footroom use).  

Reshuffle could be done across all services or within a 

group of services. The ANM must then offer available 

capacity per DER (or aggregated capacity per GSP) to 

National Grid via DERMS and/or ANM. Desktop analysis 

results for Stage 2, under intact network condition is 

presented in Table 4: 
 

Table 4 - Stage 2 Optimisation Mode (Reshuffle). 

DER 
Incremental 

Priority 
Nominal 

service (MW) 
Declared 

service (MW) 
Stage 2 Optimisation 

(Reshuffle) 

aDER1 N/A 15 5 
9.5MW on aDER1, No 

violation 

aDER4 
N/A 

10 10 
3.5MW on aDER4, 

due PX1 O/L 

aDER5 N/A 7 6 0 MW, due PX1 O/L 

aDER6 N/A 15 10 0 MW, due PX1 O/L 

aDER9 N/A 20 2 20 MW, No violation 

TOTAL  39 33 33 

 

Stage 3 Cost and Volume Optimisation: NETSO issues 

their desired MW services stack to DSO (received by 

ANM), the ANM then performs cost optimisation in order 

to deliver the maximum possible MW volume at GSP  
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without violating any distribution constraints (maximise 

headroom/footroom use). Under Stage 3, the TSO inputs 

DER contract details into DERMS, such as pricing, 

volume and availability within procurement timescales. 

The services availability optimisation results from stage 3 

must be visualised in both table (i.e. Table 5) and cost 

curve. 
 

Table 5- Stage 3 Optimisation Mode (Cost and Volume Optimisation). 

DER 
Incremental 

Priority 
Nominal 

service (MW) 
Declared 

service (MW) 
Cost 

(£/MW) 
Stage 3 

Optimisation 

aDER1 N/A 15 5 5 13 MW 

aDER4 N/A 10 10 12 0 MW 

aDER5 N/A 7 6 12 0 MW 

aDER6 N/A 15 10 12 0 MW 

aDER9 
N/A 

20 2 
4 20 MW, No 

violation 

TOTAL  39 33  33 

As demonstrated in Table 4, the DSO managed approach 

at Stage 2 achieves the full 33MW capacity required by 

NETSO without violating any distribution constraints. In 

addition, Table 5 demonstrates that DSO managed 

approach at Stage 3 achieves the total 33MW capacity 

requested by NETSO at cheapest cost. Hence the DSO 

managed approach which has full visibility of the 

distribution network via DERMS/ANM/PowerOn, can 

effectively optimise the distribution network and offer 

TSO services to National Grid. 
 

UK Power Networks Desktop Sensitivity Simulation  
 

This section illustrates the sensitivity analysis under intact 

and one outage condition in UK Power Networks’ South 

Coast. Further work will be carried out in 2019 to 

determine the number of constraints and variations in DER 

sensitivities. Therefore assessing the Information System 

(IS) practicality and impact on the two high level 

approaches. The 132kV Canterbury South - Richborough 

circuit is Out Of Service (OOS) with the two 132kV lines 

between Canterbury South and Canterbury North as 

constraint locations (C76N and C76M). 
 

 
Figure 7 – UK Power Networks’ South Coast distribution network. 

The variation in sensitivity factors under intact and outage 

condition are presented in Table 6: 
 

Table 6- UK Power Networks example of sensitivity analysis under 

Intact and N-1. 

 
 

The delta change in sensitivity factors reach over 22% 

between intact and N-1 condition. In 2019, UK Power 

Networks will list out the number of possible constraining 

circuit boundaries and the number of key outages which 

could impact on sensitivities to understand the volume on 

information exchange. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The intact network generates small seasonal sensitivity 

variation for DERs with respect to constraints and 

therefore the implementation of the NETSO managed 

approach with few signals would be adequate for simple 

radial distribution networks. Significant sensitivity 

variations are exhibited under distribution network outage 

scenarios including N-1 and N-2. 
 

Depending on how the local ANM system is designed (e.g. 

full pre-event curtailment, partial pre-event curtailment 

and post-event curtailment), the NETSO approach may 

need sufficient signals and sensitivities to effectively 

manage the conflicts of services. Further studies are 

required to ensure the additional data/information do not 

correspond to replication the ANM/DERMS logics on 

NETSO side in order to achieve accurate service dispatch 

results.  
 

On many occasions the NETSO has a need to very quickly 

move from optimisation of national services, typically 

active power reserve, from a purely cost basis to 

optimisation based on different parameters.  For example, 

an exceptionally large generator loss will require 

compromises to be made between speed of delivery of 

replacement active power and the cost of providing that 

power. Further work is required to consider how the DSO 

Managed Approach will perform and can be integrated in 

a national process coving multiple DSO constrained areas 

and allow the NETSO to change the bias of optimisation 

in a very short time period. 
 

The proliferation of ANM/DERMS systems provide the 

infrastructure for DSO to effectively optimise the 

distribution network, provide services to TSO and not lead 

towards imposing flexible generators with additional 

curtailment due to service conflicts.  
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